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F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

If this issue of MassBenchmarks had a single headline, it could very well be, “Mas-
sachusetts is on the Move.” But as the various articles make clear, this movement is 
not always in the right direction.

First, to use the words of MassBenchmarks Co-editor and UMass Boston Profes-
sor Alan Clayton-Matthews, we have today in the Commonwealth “a half-glass 
economy. Massachusetts has had seven consecutive quarters of growth and a year 
of employment gains. But it still lags the nation in growth and its economy still 
fails to ignite.”

But though the economy is at least moving in a forward direction, researchers at 
Northeastern University describe a different and far less favorable kind of move-
ment in their article on page 14. Our native population is leaving in disturb-
ing numbers. Without an infl ux of foreign immigrants into the Massachusetts 
labor force, they write, the state’s civilian labor force would have shrunk by nearly 
118,000 over the last decade. 

Why we are losing so many people? Two other articles in this issue demonstrate that much of 
the answer lies in the cost and quality of life in the Commonwealth. On the quality side, Massa-
chusetts workers are spending more and more time commuting to and from work, according to 
a study by the University’s Donahue Institute that is described on page 22. These longer travel 
times, the authors conclude, “potentially undermine the Commonwealth’s ability to attract and 
retain highly educated young workers.”

So too does the state’s high (and rising) cost of housing. Far from an abstract issue of policy, 
housing costs have now become a real threat to our future growth. A new poll conducted by 
the UMass Donahue Institute that is detailed in Endnotes on page 31 produced this sobering 
result: Nearly half of those responding to the poll said that high housing costs are making 
them or an immediate family member think about moving away from Massachusetts.

As this issue of MassBenchmarks makes strikingly clear, one of the key foundations of our 
economy — the families and workers who make it run — is threatened by serious issues of cost 
and quality of life. It will take everyone working together to deal with this complicated reality.

Jack M. Wilson
President
University of Massachusetts
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hen the MassBenchmarks board met on March 5, one theme was familiar: Growth of the 
Massachusetts economy remains slow and steady as the state continues to record output 
and employment growth that are both below the national performance. As indicated by the 

leading economic index, this pattern will likely continue into the short-term future.

The Board also examined — and took a slightly different view of — some other topics, including the 
cost and availability of housing. Many stories, including some in this journal, have analyzed and lamented 
high and rising housing costs, implicating them in a number of business and labor force-related issues. 
These include a deterrent effect upon fi rms in locating or expanding here; the inability of fi rms to recruit 
workers to the state; and the out-migration of younger, well-educated workers. But while these impacts 
are very real, the overall picture is more complex. As one Board member put it, “The cost of housing is 
more determined by the economy than determining of the economy.” 

Low housing prices — and certainly declining prices — often signify a weak economy and a weak job 
market. Because home equity is a key source of wealth for many people, high and rising home prices 
can actually fuel consumption expenditures, with salutary impacts on the state’s economy. And while 
recruiting workers into the state for mid-level positions does pose problems, when it comes to recruiting 
many higher level positions, Massachusetts is often competing against equally high cost of living areas, 
such as the New York metropolitan area or California’s Silicon Valley. For current residents, a “drive 
until you qualify” practice signifi es that Massachusetts workers will often commute as far from their jobs 
as they have to in order to place themselves in affordable housing markets. 

Another topic of Board discussion was the continuing loss of corporate headquarters in Massachusetts, a 
conversation triggered by the proposed acquisition of Gillette. Jobs lost when a corporate headquarters 
leaves the state are generally executive, other high-level management positions and highly paid clerical 
workers. However, the magnitude of such job losses is relatively small. A greater effect may lie in the loss 
of “social capital” from a declining corporate base. Corporate executives are often involved in community 
and charitable activities and provide a type of leadership that is hard to replace. Corporate subsidiaries 
are less likely to be involved in a community in the way that hometown corporate leaders are. While 
the Board laments the loss of Gillette and other corporate entities, it notes that dynamic young fi rms in 
Massachusetts today may provide the corporate leadership of the future. 

Prepared by Executive Editor Robert Nakosteen
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ALAN CLAYTON-MATTHEWS

assachusetts is still in the early stages of the 
recovery that began in the spring of 2003, but 
it may still be a couple of years more before it 

feels as if the recession is fi nally over. That “feel good” time 
will come only when unemployment is low enough for the 
state to achieve what economists call “full employment.” 
Currently, recent employment estimates from the payroll 
survey suggest that demand for the products and services 
supplied by Massachusetts producers is fi nally outstripping 
the ability of employers to meet that demand with existing 
employees. The result is that payroll employment is be-

ginning to expand more quickly, and workers are fi nding 
jobs more easily than they have for several years. Still, a lot of 
slack remains in the job market, which has a large number of 
unemployed workers. Unemployment may even be increasing 
temporarily, as discouraged job seekers re-enter the labor 
market in response to improving chances of landing a job. 
 Fresh information about the Massachusetts economy, 
particularly revised payroll job counts for 2004 and new and 
revised gross state product estimates through 2003, indicate 
that the recovery in 2004 was stronger than had been pre-
viously thought. In terms of employment, the recovery was a 

Massachusetts recovery stronger than first thought

ECONOMIC CURRENTS

T H E  S T A T E  O F  T H E  S T A T E  E C O N O M Y

Output growth in 2004 matched national rate, 
but employment still lags

M
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Massachusetts Leading 
Economic Index

Sources: The Conference Board; University of Massachusetts; Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

Massachusetts Current
Economic Index 

 ECONOMIC INDICES FOR MASSACHUSETTS

The Massachusetts Current Economic Index for Febru-

ary was 153.0, up 2.5 percent from January (at annual 

rates), and up 3.7 percent from February of last year. 

The Current Index is normalized to 100 in July 1987 and 

is calibrated to grow at the same rate as Massachusetts 

real gross state product over the 1978 – 2003 period. 

 The Massachusetts Leading Economic Index for 

February was 2.7 percent, and the three-month aver-

age for December through February was 3.2 percent. 

The Leading Index is a forecast of the growth in the 

current index over the next six months, expressed at 

an annual rate. Thus, it indicates that the economy is 

expected to grow at an annualized rate of 2.7 percent 

over the next six months (through August). Because 

of monthly fluctuations in the data on which the index 

is based, the three-month average of 3.2 percent may 

be a more reliable indicator of near-term growth.

 Massachusetts gross state product peaked in the 

second quarter of last year at a 4.4 percent annualized 

rate and slowed to a 3.6 percent rate in the fourth 

quarter. The Leading Index is forecasting a continued 

deceleration at least through the first half of this year. 

The slowdown began in the second half of last year, 

when worldwide demand for information technol-

ogy products peaked. The effect on Massachusetts 

manufacturers is evident in state merchandise ex-

ports, which declined at a 14.9 percent annualized rate 

between last May and this January on a seasonally 

adjusted basis.

 In February, two indicators contributed to a forecast 

of above-trend growth: total non-agricultural employ-

ment and consumer confidence for New England. Six 

indicators contributed to below-trend growth: with-

holding taxes, sales taxes, the unemployment rate, the 

interest rate spread between 10-year and three-month 

U.S. Treasury securities, the Bloomberg stock index 

for Massachusetts, and motor vehicle sales taxes. Two 

indicators contributed to average-trend growth: initial 

unemployment claims and construction employment.

 For the three-month period December through 

February, three indicators contributed to a forecast 

of above-trend growth: total non-agricultural employ-

ment, consumer confidence for New England and the 

Bloomberg stock index for Massachusetts. Six indica-

tors contributed to below-trend growth: withholding 

taxes, sales taxes, the unemployment rate, the interest 

rate spread between 10-year and three-month U.S. 

Treasury securities, initial unemployment claims and 

motor vehicle sales taxes. One indicator, construction 

employment, contributed to average-trend growth.
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bit stronger; in terms of output, it was substantially stronger. 
Payroll employment revisions raised last year’s estimate of state 
output growth by about one-third of a percentage point, and 
retrending the Current Economic Index to the most recent 
available estimates of gross state product added more than 
another full percentage point to output growth in 2004. The 
upshot: in terms of output, Massachusetts grew at almost the 
same rate as the nation in 2004.
 However, the outlook for the fi rst half of 2005 is for 
slower growth for Massachusetts than the state experienced 
in 2004. This slowdown began in the second half of 2004 
and is refl ected in a pause in demand growth for semicon-
ductors and semiconductor equipment, a slowdown in the 
state’s merchandise exports, and a slowdown in wage and 
salary growth and consumer spending. High energy costs 
are siphoning off consumer spending, and rising interest 
rates will also exert a drag on the economy.
 Nevertheless, the slowdown should not be great enough 
to cancel the job market’s recent strength. Employers are 
short enough on labor that even slow growth will require 
them to continue hiring. Furthermore, a weaker dollar will 
help support both U.S. and state exports.

a whopping 10.9 percent, a bullish sign for strong growth 
in permanent payroll jobs for the remainder of this year. 
The strong 4.2 percent gain in leisure and hospitality 
jobs and the particularly strong 13.5 percent gain in the 
accommodations sub-sector refl ect a rebound in tourism or 
business travel, or both. The weak dollar and strong euro are 
drawing European visitors to Boston. The increase in travel 
may also refl ect a relaxation of the post 9/11 atmosphere 
of fear and tension.
 The unemployment situation also refl ects an improving 
job market. Despite the rise in the unemployment rate from 
4.7 percent in December to 4.9 percent in February, both 
the unemployment rate and the number of unemployed fell 
markedly last year. The unemployment rate, which peaked 
at 5.9 percent during April through August of 2003, fell 
during 2004, from 5.6 percent in January to 4.7 percent in 
December, before rising slightly to 4.9 percent in February 
of 2005. The number of unemployed followed a similar pat-
tern, peaking at just over 200,000 in April 2003. During 
2004, the number fell from 190,800 in January to 159,900 
in December, before rising to 164,200 in February. The 
recent rise in unemployment may actually refl ect some 

Growth during the last 12 months has been particularly strong in 
professional and business services, and in leisure and hospitality. Nearly all 

professional industries, including engineering, computer systems design, 
consulting, and scientifi c research and development saw strong job gains. 

Job market and output are both positive
The job market has slowly improved throughout 2004 and 
into this year. (Because of continuing problems with the 
offi cial seasonal adjustments, we rely on our own seasonal 
adjustments to the offi cial unadjusted data, which show 
signifi cantly stronger job growth in the beginning of this 
year than the offi cial counts — see sidebar). According to 
the MassBenchmarks version of seasonally adjusted payroll 
employment, the number of jobs increased by 1.1 percent 
from February 2004 to February 2005, the best year-over-
year gain since the recession. Moreover, of a total increase 
of 34,400 in payroll employment over this period, 13,700 
was in the fi rst two months of this year.
 Growth during the last 12 months has been particu-
larly strong in professional and business services, and in 
leisure and hospitality. Nearly all professional industries, 
including engineering, computer systems design, consulting 
and scientifi c research and development, saw strong job 
gains. Year-over-year growth in employment services was 

strength in the job market, as discouraged workers return 
to the labor market with renewed confi dence that jobs are 
really available. 
 The improvement in unemployment is also echoed in 
the number of long-term unemployed, that is, the number 
of persons who have been unemployed for more than six 
months. According to the Current Population Surveys, this 
number fell from an annual average of 53,800 in 2003 to 
41,900 in 2004, a drop of 22 percent. In January, the CPS 
counted 33,000 long-term unemployed residents in the 
state. The proportion of the population that is long-term 
unemployed is now lower in Massachusetts than it is in the 
nation as a whole.
 In December, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis 
released new gross state product estimates for 1977 through 
2003, which were used to retrend the Current Economic 
Index over the period 1978 to 2003. This recalibration,
which had not been performed for several years, showed 
that, as a result of strong productivity growth in the 1990’s, 
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the long-run trend of the index was raised to 3.7 percent, 
more than a full percentage point above its prior long-
term trend rate of 2.6 percent. This means that gross state 
product growth in 2004, the fi rst full year of the recovery, 
now appears to be signifi cantly stronger than previously 
estimated. In fact, gross state product grew at almost the 
same rate as the U.S. gross domestic product. From the 
fourth quarter of 2003 to the fourth quarter of 2004, the 
state’s real gross state product, as estimated by the Current 
Economic Index, grew by an estimated 4.0 percent, compared 
to 3.9 percent for real U.S. gross domestic product.  

 Even after the retrending of the Current Economic 
Index to the BEA gross state product estimates, the two 
measures disagree about the length and depth of the 
Massachusetts recession. On an annual basis, the BEA gross 
state product fi gures, which are estimates of annual average 
real gross state product, did not decline at all during the 
last recession, although GSP expanded only by 0.1 percent 
in 2002. In contrast, the annual average of the Current 
Economic Index declined in 2002 and 2003, by 2 percent 
and 0.1 percent respectively, even after recalibration. This 
disagreement between the two measures appears to be 
related to the cyclical pattern of labor earnings and how each 
incorporates earnings into its respective measurements.
 The dramatic upward revision of gross state product 
growth in 2004 does not change the severity of the recession 
in terms of its impact on employment and incomes. It is still 
the case that Massachusetts lost 6.1 percent of its jobs and 
1.5 percent of its earnings (a 9.2 percent loss in real terms). 
These losses were proportionately greater than the nation 
as a whole, which experienced a 2.1 percent job loss and a 
0.9 percent earnings loss (7.9 percent in real terms).1 The 

Growth in Real Product, Massachusetts Current Economic Index vs. U.S. GDP

Source: U.S., Bureau of Economic Analysis; Massachusetts: Author

Long Term Unemployment as a Percent of the Working Age Population

Source: Current Population Surveys

The proportion of the population 
that is long-term unemployed is now 
lower in Massachusetts than it is in 

the nation as a whole.
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relative weakness of job growth in Massachusetts versus the 
nation persisted throughout 2004. Between December of 
2003 and December of 2004, the number of payroll jobs 
increased by 0.7 percent in the state, versus 1.9 percent in 
the nation. 
 Why then, was the Massachusetts economy able to 
grow at the same rate as the United States in 2004, despite 
signifi cantly lower employment growth? The answer lies in 
greater productivity growth. Not only are Massachusetts 
workers more productive on average, but their rate of pro-
ductivity growth is faster than for the nation as a whole. 
Remarkably, this faster rate of productivity growth has been 
a long-term phenomenon. With the exception of the fi rst half 
of the 1970’s, the recent recession, and a few other scattered 
years, productivity growth has been substantially higher in 
the state than the nation, by an average of 0.8 percent per 
year since 1955 to the present.2

Growth is decelerating
Despite the strong performance of the Massachusetts econ-
omy in 2004, the state economy has been decelerating since 
the second half of last year. The slowdown was coincident 
with, if not caused by, a leveling off of worldwide demand 
for information technology (IT) products following the 

rapid takeoff in demand that lasted through 2003 and into 
the fi rst half of 2004. This growth slowdown is evident 
in the pattern of quarterly growth rates in real gross state 
product estimated by the Current Economic Index. Growth 
accelerated steadily from a 0.9 percent annual rate in the 
second quarter of 2003 to a 4.1 percent rate in the fi rst 
quarter of 2004 and a 4.4 percent rate in the second quarter. 

Growth decelerated to 3.9 percent in the third quarter and 
to 3.6 percent in the fourth quarter. The Leading Index for 
February is predicting that growth for the February through 
August period of this year will continue to decelerate to 
an annual rate of 2.7 percent. The three-month average 
of the Leading Index shows a milder slowdown to a 3.2 
percent annual rate.
 The Current and Leading Indices are consistent with 
several other indicators of national and worldwide informa-
tion technology markets, and with other indicators of the 
state’s economy. One measure is bookings and billings of 
North American-headquartered manufacturers of equipment 
used to manufacture semiconductor devices.3 Bookings, 
which measure future sales, and billings, which measure 
current sales, grew rapidly from early 2003 to mid-2004, 
and then declined into the beginning of this year. Bookings 
fell by 37 percent between June 2004 and February 2005 
and are now well below billings. The current book-to-bill 
ratio of 78 percent suggests that production in the near-
term is likely to fall to meet the lower level of demand. A 
less dramatic but similar downturn in worldwide sales of 
semiconductor chips began in August 2004. Worldwide sales 
of semiconductor chips fell by 3.7 percent between August 
and December4, according to the Semiconductor Industry 

Association. The impact is probably heightened for U.S. 
producers, who have been losing market share steadily for 
several years. Sales to companies in the Americas fell by 10 
percent over the same period. 
 Rather than measuring activity of Massachusetts pro-
ducers directly, these IT indicators measure what is hap-
pening in national and worldwide markets in which the 

Productivity Growth, 9-Year Centered Moving Average

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and U.S. BLS

Despite a strong performance in 2004, the Massachusetts economy has 
been decelerating since the second half of last year.
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state has a signifi cant stake. A direct measure of Massachu-
setts manufacturing business activity is state merchandise 
exports, and these confi rm the timing of rapid growth to 
mid-2004, followed by a decline.5 Merchandise exports 
rose at an impressive 20.7 percent annualized rate between 
October 2001 and May 2004, exceeding their prior pre-
recession peak and far outstripping the growth of overall 
merchandise exports from the U.S. Since last May, however, 
state merchandise exports have declined at a 14.9 percent 
annualized rate through January, while they have continued 
to rise for the nation. The rapid growth and recent decline 
refl ect the concentration of production and exports of 
information technology products.
 Massachusetts total wage and salary income has grown 
steadily but slowly throughout the recovery that began in 
March 2003, at an annualized rate of 3.4 percent, or 1.2 
percent after accounting for infl ation as measured by the 
U.S. consumer price index.6 Per worker real wages, how-
ever, are barely keeping up with infl ation. Per worker real 
wages for Massachusetts payroll workers were rising at a 2.1 
percent year over year rate in the beginning of 2004, but 
by February of this year, wage rates were just keeping pace 
with infl ation.
 State consumer spending, as estimated from the sales 
tax base constructed from regular sales taxes and taxes 
on communications services, has risen 4.3 percent in real 

terms since January 2004, but all the growth occurred in 
the fi st half of 2004.7 Between July 2004 and February 
2005, consumer spending on taxable goods and services 
has just kept pace with infl ation; that is, it has been fl at in 
real terms. 

Short-term slowdown or lasting problem?
Rather than refl ecting some underlying endemic weakness 
in the state’s economy, the growth slowdown that began in 
mid-2004 appears to refl ect nothing more than a growth 
pause in worldwide demand for information products, 
which is likely to reverse itself in the near future. In the 
medium-term, the primary risks to a sturdy expansion are 
rising interest rates and infl ation, and their effects on real 
income growth and, through house prices, on household 
wealth. These risks come with silver linings: The primary 
factor driving infl ation and interest rates is the huge trade 
defi cit and weakening dollar. And a weaker dollar will boost 
exports as the nation literally works its way out of foreign 
indebtedness. Also on the upside, a long period of weak 
housing appreciation, or even a short period of housing price 
declines, will help solve the state’s competitive disadvantage 
in housing prices.
 Much has been made about the latest annual population 
report that Massachusetts was the only state in the nation 
to lose population, and that this population loss indicates 

Merchandise Exports, Seasonally Adjusted 3-Month Moving Average

Source: U.S. Doc, WISER, seasonally adjusted by author

Source: Census Bureau for U.S. Mass DOR with author’s calculations for Massachusetts. Deflated by the U.S CPI-U, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Real Consumer Spending
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a fundamental weakness. Aren’t people voting with their 
feet, abandoning a state with poor job prospects and being 
pushed out by high housing costs? 
 People have been leaving Massachusetts in greater num-
bers than they have been entering from other states and 
countries each year since April 2000.8 In the year ending on 
June 30, 2004, this net out-migration was great enough to 
more than offset the natural increase in population due to 

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ seasonal adjust-
ment problems will apparently continue this year.  
While MassBenchmarks deals with this problem by 
seasonally adjusting the publicly released “not sea-
sonally adjusted” data using the BLS’ own publicly 
available X-12 ARIMA software, one need not be an 
econometrician to easily perform such adjustments. 
The procedure is simple and virtually as good as the 
sophisticated method that we use.
 This method utilizes both the officially released 
seasonally adjusted and not seasonally unadjusted 
job counts and uses the year-over-year change in 
the not seasonally adjusted count — which is virtu-
ally unaffected by seasonality — to adjust the official 
seasonally adjusted count. For example, while the 
year over year change in not seasonally adjusted pay-
roll employment in February was 33,200 (33,200 = 
3,140,200 – 3,107,000), the year over year change 
in the official seasonally adjusted count was only 
20,900 (20,900 = 3,191,300 – 3,170,400). To perform 
your own adjustment to the data, simply add the 
difference of 12,300 (12,300 = 33,200 – 20,900) to the 
official seasonally adjusted count of 3,191,300 jobs to 
get 3,203,600.i This is close to the seasonally adjusted 

figure of 3,202,500 that MassBenchmarks calculated 
for February using the sophisticated X-12 ARIMA sea-
sonal adjustment program.
 This simple difference in differences method “works” 
because the annual benchmark revision that BLS per-
forms each January “fixes” the seasonal adjustment 
glitch for the prior year’s data. Over 70 percent of the 
time in the 1990 to 2004 history of the NAICS payroll 
job data, the year-over-year change in not seasonally 
adjusted payroll job count was within 1,000 of the year 
over year change in the seasonally adjusted job count. 
Over 90 percent of the time, the difference between the 
two differences was within 2,000 jobs, and only once 
was the difference between the two differences more 
than 4,000, when it was 4,100. 
 Payroll job data can be downloaded from the Divi-
sion of Unemployment Assistance’s excellent website 
at http://www.detma.org/. Go to the “Job Estimates 
(CES-790)” link under the “Economic Data” picture.

i The astute reader will note that you can arrive at this figure 
more quickly by adding the difference between the seasonally 
adjusted and not seasonally job count of the prior year to the not 
seasonally adjusted job count of the current year. The methodol-
ogy presented above, however, highlights the rationale for the 
adjustment process. 

The difference in different approaches to alternative seasonal adjustment

3,170,400
3,107,000

3,191,300
3,140,200

12,300

3,203,600

20,900
33,200

February 2005February 2004

Seasonally adjusted
Not seasonally adjusted

Add difference of differences

Alternative seasonally adjusted estimate

the excess of births over deaths. Moreover, in the last few 
years, this has been accompanied by a “brain drain,” as more 
college-educated adults have left the state than entered it.9 
 This population loss would be a signal of a fundamental 
weakness if it were a long-term trend, but it is not. Rather, 
it appears to be cyclical phenomenon that is not new. In 
the last recession of 1989–91, the same dynamic — a large 
net out-migration with a “brain drain” — also occurred. 

Correcting payroll job counts 
for seasonal adjustment problems
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In the subsequent expansion of the 1990’s, net migration 
turned positive, along with a “brain gain.” Moreover, the 
gain during the expansion far outweighed the losses of the 
severe recession, so that by April of 2000, the state had a 
higher proportion of adults with college degrees than any 
other state.
 History, however, does not necessarily repeat itself, and 
one important aspect of the state’s migration that indicates an 
adverse long-term trend is the crucial reliance on immigration of 
foreigners, particularly college-educated foreigners and foreign 
college students. As is true of immigrants to Massachusetts 
from other states, immigrants from other countries are more 
likely than the native population to have college degrees. 
Between one-fi fth and one-fourth of all college-educated 
people or college students who come into Massachusetts are 
international immigrants. This proportion appears to have 
been more or less constant from the 1989–91 recession to 
the present. Without this infl ow of foreign-educated people 
and college students, Massachusetts would have experienced a 
net brain drain, instead of a brain gain, over the last 15 years, 
including the period of the 1990’s expansion. This infl ow is 
at risk, partly due to the tighter immigration policy after 9/11 
and the international chill towards the U.S. in the aftermath 
of the war in Iraq. Foreign college student enrollment in both 
Massachusetts and the U.S. declined for the fi rst time in 32 
years in 2004. More importantly in the long run, however, 
may be the growth of economies, professional jobs and 
higher educational institutions in developing countries such as 
India and China, which will draw potential foreign students 
and college-educated workers away from Massachusetts.

ALAN CLAYTON-MATTHEWS is an assistant professor and the director of 
quantitative methods in the Public Policy Program at the University of 
Massachusetts Boston, and is the co-editor of this journal.

1 Jobs are measured by payroll employment. Earnings for Massachu-
setts are measured by the withholding tax base estimate of wage and 
salary disbursements and for the U.S. by wage and salary disburse-
ments from the NIPA accounts. The U.S. CPI was used to defl ate 
both earnings series. Employment and earnings losses are percentage 
changes from the monthly peak to the monthly trough of the respec-
tive series.

2 Productivity is measured here by gross state product or gross domes-
tic product per payroll employee. The annual gross state product 
estimates for Massachusetts from 1963 and later are from the U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, and from 1955–1962 are from the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. For years that state-specifi c defl ators 
for gross state product were not available, the gross domestic prod-
uct defl ator was used. U.S. gross state product and gross domestic 
product are from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

3 From the Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International 
(SEMI) industry association.

4 From the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), seasonally 
adjusted by MassBenchmarks.

5 Merchandise export data are from the World Institute for Strategic Eco-
nomic Research (WISERTrade), seasonally adjusted by MassBenchmarks.

6 Massachusetts wage and salary disbursements are imputed from 
state withholding taxes and U.S. wage and salary disbursements are 
from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, NIPA tables. Per worker 
wages are wage and salary disbursements divided by payroll employ-
ment from the BLS. The U.S. Consumer Price Index for Urban Con-
sumers, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is used to defl ate wages.

7 The sales tax base is constructed from regular sales and use taxes. 
These include sales taxes on goods and telecommunications services 
but exclude taxes on motor vehicles, meals and excise taxes on motor 
fuels, cigarettes and alcohol. The real tax base uses the U.S. Consumer 
Price index to defl ate for infl ation. Approximately one-fourth of these 
tax revenues are paid by businesses and three-fourths by consumers.

8 Annual population and migration fl ows are from the U.S. Census 
Bureau, Population Estimates Branch. The estimates pertain to pop-
ulation on July 1 of each year and changes from the prior year, except 
for Decennial Census years, when the reference date is April 1.

9 The estimates of migration and education are from the March Cur-
rent Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplements, 
1988–2004, and the 2000 Decennial Public Use Micro Sample.
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State Income and Prices

Income
 Personal Income ($M)
 Real Personal Income 
 ($M 1982–84)

Boston Consumer 
Price Index

MA House Price Index

MA New House Permits 
(monthly avg.)

275,183
144,276

214.2

243.4

1,867

Q4 ‘04

03/05

‘04 Q4

04/04 – 03/05

6.7
3.2

2.6

11.3

0.165

Period Value
Change from

Year Earlier (%)

03/05

03/05

03/05
03/05

03/05

Labor Force 
(household-based)

Employment 
(establishment-based)
 Goods-Producing
 Service-Providing

Monthly Initial 
Unemployment Claims

3,369,600

3,156,700

443,900
2,711,600

29,482

- 0.8 

0.7

1.0
0.8

- 6.8

State Labor Force and Employment

ValuePeriod Change from
Year Earlier (%)

Regional Employment

118,179
269,550

124,169

277,424
384,236
458,286
201,315

148,280
135,026

183,250
114,031
95,667

259,267

130,226
208,457

67,592

Central
 Northern Worcester WIA
 Southern Worcester WIA

Cape and Islands
 Cape Cod and Islands WIA

Boston Metro
 Boston WIA
 Metropolitan North WIA
 Metropolitan South/West WIA
 South Essex WIA

Northeast
 Lower Merrimack Valley WIA
 Northern Middlesex WIA

Southeast
 Bristol WIA
 Brockton WIA
 New Bedford WIA
 South Coastal WIA

Pioneer Valley
 Franklin/Hampshire WIA
 Hampden WIA

Berkshire
 Berkshire WIA

- 0.38
- 0.48

0.36

- 0.55
- 0.55
- 0.43
- 0.64

- 0.44
0.00

- 0.60
- 0.84
- 0.72
- 0.57

- 0.55
- 0.53

0.21

6.2
5.5

6.4

5.2
4.4
3.9
5.3

6.2
5.7

6.8
5.7
7.8
5.1

4.5
6.3

5.3

6.7
6.1

6.9

5.9
5.0
4.5
5.9

7.3
6.4

7.0
6.2
7.9
5.6

4.7
7.1

5.8

Change from 
Year Earlier (%)

03/05 03/0403/05

Employment
Unemployment

Rate

Unemployment Rates

QUARTERLY DATA

The trends rather than the levels of these indexes should be 
compared, due to different base points.

Consumer Confi dence 
U.S. and Massachusetts

Business Confi dence 
in Massachusetts

Employers have generally positive views on current and 
prospective business conditions when the index is above 50.

MONTHLY DATA
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The Massachusetts Current Economic Index for February was 153.0, up 2.5 percent from 

January (at annual rates), and up 3.7 percent from February of last year. The Current Index is 

normalized to 100 in July 1987 and is calibrated to grow at the same rate as Massachusetts 

real gross state product over the 1978–2003 period.

The Massachusetts Leading Economic Index for February was 2.7 percent, and the three-

month average for December through February was 3.2 percent. The Leading Index is a 

forecast of the growth in the current index over the next six months, expressed at an annual 

rate. Thus, it indicates that the economy is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 2.7 

percent over the six month period that runs through August.

The outlook for this year is for slower growth through the summer. Massachusetts gross 

state product peaked in the second quarter of last year at a 4.4 percent annualized rate and 

slowed to a 3.6 percent rate in the fourth quarter. The Leading Index is forecasting a continued 

deceleration at least through the first half of this year. The slowdown began in the second 

half of last year, when worldwide demand for information technology products peaked.

The Massachusetts Export Index nudged slightly upwards 

in February 2005, but remained slightly negative at -20.5 

million. The Index measures the difference between the 

state’s actual exports and what the state would have 

exported had shipments in all its commodities grown 

at the national rate, comparing the current month with 

the same month in the previous year. Leading Index per-

formers for the month included medicaments in dosage 

form, photographic still cameras and parts for television, 

radio, and radar apparatus. Declines in the Index were 

led by oscilloscopes/spectrum analyzers, hormones and 

medical instruments.

By dollar value, Massachusetts’ year-to-date exports dipped -0.6 percent compared to the previous year, while U.S. ship-

ments gained 9.8 percent. Four of the state’s top five export sectors reported falling international sales. The largest declines 

occurred in electric machinery shipments to the Philippines, Malaysia, Canada and Singapore; organic chemicals (including 

hormones) to Germany; and non-monetary gold to the United Kingdom. (Non-monetary gold is excluded from the index). 

These and other losses were offset almost entirely by a 114 percent surge in pharmaceuticals, primarily destined for the 

Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The next largest increases occurred in plastics, with expanding shipments to many 

markets, and in iron and steel, particularly to India, Germany and Taiwan.

Sources: Associated Industries of Massachusetts; The Conference Board; Mass Insight/MassDevelopment; Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac; Massachusetts Division of Employment and 
Training; U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; University of Massachusetts 
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MASSACHUSETTS EXPORT PERFORMANCE
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AN D R E W SU M A N D IS H W A R KH A T I W A D A, W I T H SH E I L A PA L M A

New foreign immigrants fuel population and labor force 
growth in Massachusetts 

or decades, foreign immigration, legal and illegal, 
has played an increasingly important role in gener-
ating both population and employment growth in 

the United States and Massachusetts.1 New waves of immi-
grants have been especially critical to the Commonwealth’s 
economy, which has depended on foreign immigrants to 
offset population losses generated by high levels of domes-
tic out-migration from the state since 1990.2 Indeed, dur-
ing the 1990s and through at least 2003, the net growth 
of the state’s population was totally due to an infl ux of new 
foreign immigrants. Between 2000 and 2003 alone, net 
international migration into Massachusetts was estimated 
to be nearly 109,000. (More recent data indicate that the 
number of new foreign immigrants since 2000 is now near 
180,000.) Because national data suggest that newly arrived 
immigrants are undercounted by at least 10 percent, these 

numbers likely understate an already dramatic reality: With-
out this new wave of foreign immigration, the population of 
Massachusetts would have declined by at least 40,000 and by 
as much as 110,000 between 2000 and 2003.
 This article tracks the growing importance of new 
foreign immigration to the growth of the state’s resident 
population and labor force since 1990. It also reviews the 
demographic and socioeconomic composition of these new 
immigrant infl ows, a group upon which the Common-
wealth now depends but one that also carries some major 
policy ramifi cations and challenges for the state’s schools, 
employers, adult basic education and workforce develop-
ment systems. 
 This paper is presented in two parts. The fi rst examines 
the period from 1900 to 1999; the second updates and pres-
ents data for the period 2000 through 2003. 

F

FOREIGN IMMIGRANTS ARE INCREASINGLY CRITICAL TO THE MASSACHUSETTS ECONOMY. 

BUT THEY BRING WITH THEM MAJOR CHALLENGES FOR POLICY MAKERS.

The new 
immigration story
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Population growth
The resident population of Massachusetts during the 1990s 
(including all inmates of institutions and armed forces mem-
bers residing in the state) increased from 6.016 million to 
6.349 million, a gain of 333,000 or 5.5 percent (Table 1). 
During the same decade, however, the state experienced a 
substantial net outfl ow of residents to other states. Between 
1990 and 1995, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated that net 
domestic migration into and out of Massachusetts was a nega-
tive 186,000. While steady economic and job growth led to a 
reduced rate of net out-migration between 1995 and 2000, 
the state still saw 55,000 more people leave Massachusetts 
to go to other states than people arriving in Massachusetts 
from other states.3 Thus, over the entire decade, the state 
experienced a net domestic out-migration of 241,000.  
 As a result, the Commonwealth was highly depen-
dent on new foreign immigration to achieve its population 
growth over the 1990s. At the time of the 2000 Census 
(March/April of 2000), an estimated 350,209 new foreign 
immigrants were residing in the state. These immigrants had 
come to the United States at some time since 1990 and were 
living in Massachusetts when they completed the Census 
questionnaire. These new immigrants accounted for more 
than all (105 percent) of the net increase in the state’s pop-
ulation over the decade of the 1990s. Without this new for-
eign immigration during the 1990s, the resident population 
of Massachusetts might have declined by nearly 18,000.4

Labor force growth
During the 1990s, the Massachusetts resident labor force 
increased at a very modest pace, growing by only 66,089 
or slightly more than two percent,5 the fourth-lowest labor 
force growth rate among the 50 states. As Table 2 shows, 
more than 97 percent of the growth in the state’s resident 
labor force over the 1990s was generated by women. Over 
the same period, nearly 184,000 new immigrants joined 
the state’s labor force, accounting for 278 percent of the 

net growth in the resident labor force. Without this infl ux 
of new immigrants into the labor force and absent any 
compensating responses by the native-born population, 
the state’s civilian labor force would have shrunk by nearly 
118,000 over the decade. 
 Among males, a decline of 100,000 native-born males 
in the labor force was offset by an infl ow of 102,000 new 
male immigrants into the Massachusetts labor force. Among 
women, the number of native-born labor force participants 
also declined by approximately 17,700 during the decade, 
but their shrinking numbers were far more than offset by 
an increase in new immigrant female workers of just under 
82,000, as shown in Table 2 and Chart 1. In short, all of 
the net growth in the state’s female labor force over the 
past decade was generated by new immigrant workers. But 
the limited U.S.-based work experience of these new immi-
grant women, combined with their frequently limited for-
mal schooling and English-speaking profi ciencies, will pose 
a number of important challenges to the state’s workforce 
development system over the coming decade.

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, PUMS files, tabulations by authors.

Table 1. Population growth in 
Massachusetts 1990 – 2000 and contributions 

of new foreign immigration to that growth

Variable

Population 1990

Population 2000

Increase in population, 1990 – 2000

Number of new immigrants living in 
Massachusetts in 2000

New immigrants’ share of population growth

6,016,425

6,349,097

332,672

350,209

105%

Value

Part I: Population and labor force 
changes in Massachusetts, 1990 – 2000

Without this new foreign immigration 

during the 1990s, the resident 

population of Massachusetts might 

have declined by nearly 18,000.

Who were these new immigrants to 
Massachusetts during the 1990s?

The long-form questionnaire used in the 2000 Census cap-
tured information on the nativity status of each respondent, 
the country of their birth and the timing of their arrival in 
the United States. We ranked the countries of birth of all 
new foreign immigrants residing in Massachusetts at the 
time of the 2000 Census in order from highest to lowest 
by the number of new immigrants from their country. A 
total of 83 different countries or territories sent 500 or 
more immigrants to Massachusetts over the decade. Table 
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Table 2. New immigrants’ contributions to labor force growth in 
Massachusetts by gender, 1990 – 2000

Labor Force Variable

Growth in civilian labor force, 1990 – 2000

Number of new immigrants in labor force

New immigrants’ share of labor force growth

66,089

183,887

278%

 All

2,040

102,110

5005%

64,049

81,777

128%

 Women Men

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, 5% PUMS files, tabulations by authors.

3 displays the ten countries/territories that accounted for 
the largest number of new foreign immigrants.  
 These ten countries sent a total of 182,163 immi-
grants, accounting for nearly 52 percent of all new immi-
grants residing in our state at the time of the 2000 Census. 

Table 3. The 10 countries and territories 
accounting for the largest number of new 

foreign immigrants in Massachusetts in 2000

Country/Territory

Puerto Rico

Brazil

Dominican Republic

China

India

Vietnam

Russia

Haiti

El Salvador

Colombia

Total, Above Ten

% of All New Immigrants

37,943

26,144

21,884

19,696

18,170

13,510

12,732

12,732

10,841

8,672

182,163

51.9%

Number

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, PUMS files, tabulations by authors

The number of new immigrants from these areas ranged 
from a high of nearly 38,000 for Puerto Rico to a low of 
nearly 8,700 for Colombia. Three sources (the Domini-
can Republic, Haiti and Puerto Rico) were Caribbean, 
three were in Central and South America, and three were 
in Asia. Only one European nation (Russia) was among 
the top ten senders of immigrants. And in not one of these 
ten countries was English the offi cial language, though 
many of the well-educated immigrants from India, China 
and Russia had received some English instruction in their 
home countries.
 Table 4 presents data on key demographic characteris-
tics of these new immigrants. The age and gender charac-
teristics of new immigrants pertain to the entire population, 
while the educational attainment data represent the school-
ing backgrounds of those 16 and older. The entire new 
immigrant population was divided fairly evenly between men 
and women, with women representing a very slight majority 
(50.4 percent) of those residing in the state at the time of the 
2000 Census. The overwhelming majority — more than 82 
percent — of these new immigrants was of working age and 
a majority (51 percent) was in the 16 to 34 age group, which 
is the most mobile age group in the nation. Another 24 per-
cent of these immigrants were between 35 and 54 years old. 
Few of these immigrants were 55 and older.  
 The educational backgrounds of these immigrants 
were quite diverse and highlight the signifi cant labor force 
and social policy implications of this new labor force and 

Chart 1. Growth of Massachusetts labor force by gender and nativity status, 1990 – 2000

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, 5% PUMS files, tabulations by authors.
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population. Thirty percent of the working-age immigrants 
lacked a regular high school diploma or its equivalent, a 
ratio that is more than twice as high as that of the native-
born population.6 One half of these new immigrants had 
completed at least one year of post-secondary schooling, 
and nearly one-third of them held a bachelor’s or more 
advanced academic degree. The educational backgrounds 
of these immigrants have important implications for their 
labor force behavior because the labor force attachment of 
immigrants and their incidence of unemployment prob-
lems are correlated with their schooling backgrounds. 

Better-educated immigrants are more likely to be active in 
the labor force and they are more successful in obtaining 
employment when they do seek work.7 
 A relatively high fraction of the new immigrants lack 
strong English-speaking profi ciencies, and an above-aver-
age fraction (25 percent) of the new adult immigrants 
(20 years or older) failed to complete high school in their 
native countries. The limited English-speaking profi cien-
cies and formal education of many of these new immigrant 
arrivals will place constraints on their employability, their 
access to high-skilled occupations and their future earn-
ings. There is a growing need for effective ABE, ESL and 
workplace literacy programs to boost the human capital 
skills of these individuals to enable them to contribute 
more fully to the growth of the Massachusetts economy.

Labor force behavior

The Census Bureau’s long-form questionnaire captured 
information on the labor force status of all working-age 
household members in the calendar week immediately prior 
to the week they fi lled out the questionnaire. The responses 
to the questions on labor force activity were used to assign 
immigrants to one of three labor force statuses: employed, 
unemployed and not in the labor force. As shown in Table 
5, at the time of the 2000 Census, nearly 62 percent of all 
working-age immigrants were actively participating in the 
civilian labor force, a participation rate that was about six 
percentage points below that of the state’s native-born, 
working-age population. Immigrant males were consider-
ably more likely to be in the labor force than their female 
counterparts (69 percent versus 54 percent). The unemploy-
ment rate of these new immigrant workers at the time of the 
Census was 6.8 percent — the immigrant female unemploy-
ment rate was just under 8 percent and the immigrant male 
unemployment rate stood at just under 6 percent. Overall, 
nearly 58 of every 100 new immigrants were employed 
at the time of the 2000 Census, though male immigrants 
enjoyed a 15 percentage point employment rate advantage 
over their female peers (65 percent versus 50 percent).

Table 4. Age, gender and educational 
attainment characteristics of new 

immigrants residing in Massachusetts at the 
time of the 2000 Census

Group

62,160

179,822

83,843

25,301

174,243

176,883

86,932

58,202

40,239

11,241

47,810

44,542

Number

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, PUMS files, tabulations by authors.

17.7

51.2

23.9

7.1

49.6

50.4

30.1

20.1

13.9

3.9

16.5

15.4

AGE

Less than 16

16-34

35-54

55+

GENDER

Men

Women

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (16+)

Less than 12 or 12, no diploma

H.S. diploma/GED

Some college, no degree

Associate’s degree

Bachelor’s degree 

Master’s or higher 

Percent

Table 5. Labor force status of working-age new immigrants in 
Massachusetts (16+) at time of the 2000 Census

Labor Force Variable

Labor force

Employed

Unemployed

Labor force participation rate (in %)

Unemployment rate (in %)

Employment/population ratio (in %)

178,720

166,625

12,095

61.8

6.8

57.7

 All

99,821

93,969

5,852

69.4

5.9

65.3

78,899

72,656

6,243

54.4

7.9

50.1

 Women Men

A B

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, PUMS files, tabulations by authors.
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Table 6. Top 11 countries of origin of new 
immigrants in Massachusetts in 2003

Country

Brazil

El Salvador

India

Japan

Haiti

Dominican Republic

China

Canada

Russia

Vietnam

Poland

20

9

6

5

5

3

3

3

3

3 

3 

Percent of New Immigrants

Source: Monthly CPS public use files, 2003, tabulations by authors.

Population analysis

Since 2000, the number of immigrants in Massachusetts 
has steadily increased. Estimates based on CPS surveys 
indicate that 116,000 new immigrants were living in the 
state in 2003. Who are these 116,000 new immigrants 
who arrived in Massachusetts between 2000 and 2003? 
To answer this question, we analyzed the monthly CPS 
public use fi les for Massachusetts for all 12 months of cal-
endar year 2003. The CPS questionnaire collects data on 
the nativity status of each respondent, their country of 
birth, and the timing of their arrival in the United States. 
We identifi ed the countries of origin of all foreign-born 
residents of the state in 2003 who reported that they had 
arrived in the United States between 2000 and 2003. 
As Table 6 shows, 11 countries accounted for nearly 63 
percent of the approximately 115,500 new foreign immi-
grants residing in Massachusetts in 2003. Brazil was the 
largest single source of these new immigrants, account-
ing for one of every fi ve. El Salvador was the next largest 
source, with nine percent reporting that they were born 
in this Central American country. Four Asian countries 
(India, Japan, Vietnam and China) also made the top 
11 list, as did two European nations (Poland and Rus-
sia) and two Caribbean countries (Haiti and the Domini-
can Republic). It is interesting to note that Puerto Rico, 
which, as noted above, was the single largest source of 
new immigrants in the 1990s, did not make the top ten 
list for the 2000–2003 period, when fewer than two per-
cent of new immigrants into Massachusetts cited Puerto 
Rico as their place of birth. 
 Table 7 shows that males accounted for a majority of 
new foreign immigrants entering Massachusetts from 2000 
to 2003, a substantial majority of whom were of working 
age, with 83 percent being 16 and older. As expected, a 
high fraction of these new immigrants were comparatively 
young, with 56 percent between 16 and 34 years old. 
Only seven percent of these new immigrants were 55 and 
older. The fact that whites accounted for just under half 
of these new immigrants may seem somewhat surprising, 
given the low numbers of new immigrant arrivals from 
Canada and Western Europe. However, nearly 20 percent 
of immigrants were from Brazil, many of whose inhabit-
ants are classifi ed as white rather than Hispanic due to that 
nation’s historic Portuguese ties. Hispanics represented 22 
percent of the new arrivals, Asians accounted for another 
20 percent and 10 percent were classifi ed as black.  
 The educational backgrounds of the 96,000 immi-
grants of working age were quite varied. Nearly one quar-

ter lacked a high school diploma, while 45 percent said 
they had completed one or more years of post-secondary 
schooling, including 33 percent who reported that they 
held a bachelor’s or more advanced degree. This latter 
ratio was approximately the same as that for working-age 
immigrants arriving during the 1990s. Overall, the edu-
cational backgrounds of more recent immigrants were 
somewhat improved over those from the earlier decade, 
with a higher fraction claiming to have completed high 
school (77 percent compared to 69 percent). Given that 
the vast majority of these new immigrants came from non-
English speaking countries, English language problems 
are likely to exist for many of these new arrivals, increasing 
the demands for ESL and adult basic education services.8 

Labor force analysis

The monthly CPS labor force survey collects information 
on the labor force status of each household member 16 
and older during the reference week of the survey.9 The 
fi ndings of the 12 monthly CPS surveys for calendar year 
2003 were used to estimate an array of labor force activ-
ity measures for the new immigrant population within the 
state. On average, slightly more than 65 percent of these 
new working-age immigrants were actively participating 
in the state’s labor force during 2003 (Table 8). Of the 
63,640 labor force participants, slightly more than 5,800, 

Part II: Population and labor force 
changes in Massachusetts, 2000 – 2003
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or about 9 percent, were unemployed on average during 
calendar 2003, an unemployment rate that was more than 
three percentage points higher than that for the state’s 
entire resident labor force. The employment/population 
ratio for the state’s new immigrants was 59.2 percent, 
implying that nearly six of every 10 working-age immi-
grants were employed in a typical month during calendar 
year 2003. 
 Between 2000 and 2003, the resident civilian labor force 
of Massachusetts grew by an estimated 103,000, or slightly 
more than 3 percent. For a variety of reasons, we believe 
that this estimate is biased upward, particularly given the 
very slow growth of the state’s population over those three 
years. Because the number of new immigrants in the state’s 
labor force in 2003 was just under 64,000, new immigrants 
contributed at least 62 percent of resident labor force growth 
in Massachusetts between 2000 and 2003, and may actually 
have contributed 90 percent or more. Over the past three 
years, the number of employed residents is estimated to 
have declined by 8,000, while the number of employed new 
immigrants is estimated to have increased by nearly 58,000. 
Thus, while new immigrant employment rose by 58,000, 
the number of employed native-born and established immi-
grant workers must have fallen by at least 66,000.  
 The sharp rise in the state’s unemployment rate from 
2.6 percent in 2000 to 5.8 percent in 2003, brought about 
by a steep decline in payroll employment, was the major 
culprit underlying the reduction in the pool of native-born 
workers.10 The state’s teenagers (16 to 19) and its young 
out-of-school adults (16 to 24), especially those without 
four-year degrees, were the most adversely affected by the 
substantial weakening in state labor market conditions over 
the past three years. But now, not only do these two groups 
face an especially diffi cult labor market — they are also in 
direct competition with new immigrants for a dwindling 
number of jobs. 

ANDREW SUM is director and ISHWAR KHATIWADA and SHEILA PALMA 
are research associates with the Center for Labor Market Studies at 
Northeastern University. The research work underlying this article was 
fi nanced in part by a grant from the Commonwealth Corporation.

Key defi nitions and data sources
Persons born in one of the territories of the United States (U.S. Vir-
gin Islands, Puerto Rico, Guam) are considered in this paper to be 
“foreign born.”11 A person who emigrates from Puerto Rico to Mas-
sachusetts adds to the population of both the state and the nation in 
the same manner as an immigrant from Canada, Mexico or Brazil. 
Previous analyses of the demographic/socioeconomic characteristics 
and labor market, income and poverty problems of immigrants from 
the U.S. territories have revealed that they are quite similar to those 
of many other immigrants from Central and South America and the 
Caribbean. The defi nition of a “new immigrant” depends on the spe-
cifi c time period being analyzed. When the analysis is focused on the 
1990–2000 period, a “new immigrant” is a person who arrived in 
the United States between 1990 and the 2000 Census. When the 

Table 7. Demographic characteristics of 
new foreign immigrants in Massachusetts 

2000 – 2003

Characteristic

115,483

63,380

52,103

19,686

4,988

15,415

45,158

18,755

3,078

8,403

22,709

11,130

25,103

55,897

21,718

30,801

11,750

31,041

Percent

Source: 2003 monthly CPS public use files, tabulations by authors.

100

55

45

17

4

13

39

16

3

7

20

10

22

48

23

32

12

33

Number

Table 8. 2003 labor force status of new 
immigrants 16 and older in Massachusetts

Variable

Number of new immigrants of working-age

Number of new immigrants in civilian labor force

Civilian labor force participation rate

Employed

Unemployed

Unemployment rate

Employment/Population ratio

97,623

63,646

65.2%

57,835

5,811

9.1%

59.2%

Value

Source: 2003 monthly CPS public use files, tabulations by Center for Labor Market Studies.

All

Men

Women

AGE

Less than 16

16 – 19

20 – 24

25 – 34

35 – 44

45 – 54

55+

RACE/ETHNIC ORIGIN

Asian

Black

Hispanic

White (includes Brazilian)

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (16+)

Less than 12 or 12, no diploma

High school diploma

1 – 3 years of college

Bachelor’s degree or higher
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2000–2003 time period is being examined, a “new immigrant” is 
someone who arrived between 2000 and the time of the monthly 
CPS household surveys in calendar year 2003.12 
 The estimates of the numbers, characteristics and labor force 
behavior of new immigrants over the 1990–2000 period are based 
on the fi ndings of the 2000 Census of Population and Housing. 
The 5-100 PUMS data fi les provided by the U.S. Census Bureau are 
the basis for our estimates of the new immigrant population resid-
ing in Massachusetts in 2000. The monthly CPS public use fi les for 
calendar year 2003 are the basis for our estimates of the numbers, 
characteristics and labor force status of new immigrants residing in 
Massachusetts in 2003.

1 For an in-depth analysis of foreign immigration developments in 
Massachusetts during the 1970s, 1980s and the fi rst half of the 1990s, 
See: Andrew Sum, W. Neal Fogg, et. al. The Changing Workforce: 
Immigrants and the New Economy in Massachusetts, Massachusetts 
Institute for A New Commonwealth, Boston, 1999.

2 For a review of births, deaths, and domestic in- and out-migra-
tion developments in Massachusetts over the decade of the 1990s, 
See: (i) Robert Nakosteen, Michael Goodman, Dana Ansel, et. al., 
Mass. Migration, MassINC, and Mass. Housing, Boston, 2003; (ii) 
Andrew Sum, Ishwar Khatiwada, Jacqui Motroni, Moving Out and 
Moving In: Out-Migration and Foreign Immigration in the Northeast 
Region and New England during the 1990s, Report Prepared for the 
Teresa and H. John Heinz Foundation, Washington, D.C., 2002; 
(iii) Andrew Sum, Ishwar Khatiwada, Kamen Madjarov, The Impacts 
of Foreign Immigration on Population Growth, the Demographic Com-
position of the Population, Labor Force Growth, and the Labor Markets 
of the Northeast Region During the Decade of the 1990s, Report Pre-
pared for Fleet Bank, Boston, October 2003.

3 This estimate is based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s analysis of the 
fi ndings of the 2000 Census on cross-state movements of the popula-
tion between 1995 and 2000.

4 The impact of new foreign immigration on net population growth 
is somewhat more diffi cult to estimate since several previous research 
studies have found that high levels of foreign immigration in met-
ropolitan areas tend to lead to some out-migration of the native-
born. These displacement effects need to be taken into account in 
estimating the net impacts of foreign immigration on state and local 
population growth.

5 For further details on state labor force developments in the 1990s, 
See: (i) Andrew Sum, Paul Harrington, Neeta Fogg, et. al., The State 
of the American Dream in Massachusetts, 2002, MassINC and Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield, Boston, 2002; (ii) Andrew Sum and Ishwar 
Khatiwada, Labor Force Developments in Massachusetts During the 
Decade of the 1990s, Research paper prepared for the Commonwealth 
Corporation, Boston, 2004.

6 A small subset (less than 5 percent) of those immigrants lacking a 
high school diploma were attending high school at the time of the 
2000 Census.

7  For a review of these relationships between labor force behavior 
and formal schooling among immigrants in Massachusetts and the 
U.S. in the mid-1990s, See: Andrew M. Sum and W. Neal Fogg, The 
Changing Workforce….

8 Unlike the long-form questionnaires used in conducting the 2000 
Census, the monthly CPS labor force questionnaire does not capture 
information on the self-reported English-speaking profi ciencies of 
respondents.

9 The reference week of the CPS survey is the calendar week immedi-
ately preceding the survey. The reference week is the calendar week 
containing the 12th of the month.

10 This estimate of employment decline is much smaller than that 
generated by the CES payroll employment survey. Between the fi rst 
quarter of calendar year 2001 and the third quarter of calendar year 
2003, the number of wage and salary workers on the payrolls of pri-
vate sector fi rms and government agencies in Massachusetts is esti-
mated to have declined by nearly 193,000, while the LAUS employ-
ment decline for the same time period is only 56,000.

11 Persons born outside the U.S. but to U.S. parents temporarily liv-
ing abroad are classifi ed as native-born individuals in this paper.

12 The CPS household survey is a national labor force survey of 
approximately 60,000 households that is conducted by the U.S. 
Census Bureau for the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Typically, 
1,300 households are surveyed per month in Massachusetts. For 
details on the design features of the CPS survey, See: U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings, January 2003, Appendix 
A, Washington, D.C., 2003.
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Getting to and from work drains time and quality 
from life of Bay State workers

The ever long(er) commute

MI C H A E L GO O D M A N, DA N A AN S E L A N D RO B E R T A. NA K O S T E E N

ay State families have traffi c on their minds. In 
a recent MassINC Quality of Life poll, respon-
dents ranked the “roads and traffi c situation” as 

the second highest policy issue in need of major improve-
ment.1 And as our study shows, they have good reason 
for concern. While commute times in Massachusetts were 
roughly in line with the national average two decades 
ago, they have since increased considerably and at a much 
faster pace than the nation as a whole. In fact, from 1980 
to 2000, Massachusetts commute times increased at the 
sixth-fastest rate in the nation. As seen in the fi rst table, 
Massachusetts workers endure the ninth-longest com-
mutes in the nation, nearly matching those of California 
commuters.2 Time lost to commuting increased by nearly 
20 percent between 1990 and 2000. By 2000, Massachu-
setts workers lost the equivalent of 25 workdays (eight-
hour days) commuting to and from their jobs.  

 The economic and social costs of these lengthening 
commute times to the Commonwealth and its residents are 
steep indeed. As commuting times increase, less time is avail-
able for family, friends, hobbies and engagement in one’s 
community. Beyond such strains and their negative effect 
on communities, longer commuting times also potentially 
undermine the Commonwealth’s ability to attract and retain 
highly educated young workers.
 Massachusetts workers are spending more time get-
ting to work.3 In 1980, the average commute time was 
21.4 minutes each way, which was roughly in line with the 
national average. By 2000 (the most recent year for which 
complete data are available), the average commuter spent 
27 minutes traveling each way to work. In addition, both 
the number and share of commuters who spend less than 
15 minutes traveling to work each way — the short com-
muters — have shrunk over the last 20 years, from 35 to 27 

B
WITH COMMUTING TIMES ON THE RISE, MASSACHUSETTS WORKERS NOW LOSE THE 

EQUIVALENT OF 25 WORK DAYS A YEAR JUST GETTING TO AND FROM THEIR JOBS.
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in the nation in their use of public transportation, trailing 
only the District of Columbia, New York and New Jersey.
 As the next table shows, average commuting times 
in Massachusetts have been increasing for all commuters, 
regardless of what mode of transportation they use. But 
commuters who take public transit consistently have the 
highest average commuting times.4 Rail and ferry com-
muters have the longest average travel times in the Com-
monwealth (more than 60 minutes) and those who take the 
subway or a bus spend about 40 minutes traveling to work. 
By comparison, those commuters who drive to work have 
an average travel time of about 25 minutes, which certainly 
helps explain the appeal of driving alone. 

percent. During the same time, the number and share of 
commuters spending at least 45 minutes traveling to work 
each way — the long commuters — have been growing. 
In 1980, only 11 percent of commuters were long com-
muters. By 2000, nearly 1 in 5 commuters (18 percent) 
or 551,738 commuters spent at least 45 minutes each way 
getting to work. 

WHY THE LONG COMMUTE?
Three key factors — mode of transportation, worsening traffi c 
congestion, and traveling greater distances to work — help 
explain the increase in Massachusetts commute times and 
why they are among the longest in the nation.

Mode of transportation Driving alone is, by far, the 
most common way people get to work in the Bay State. 
Nearly three of four Massachusetts workers drove to work 
alone in 2000, an increase of over 20 percent since 1980. 
This rate is slightly less than the nation’s. During this same 
period, the number of commuters carpooling to work 
slipped from 19 percent to nine percent in Massachusetts, 
a faster rate of decline than in the rest of the nation. Mas-
sachusetts commuters, however, have bucked the national 
trend of declining use of public transportation. While 
the percentage of commuters taking public transit across 
the nation has slowly been declining, the proportion of 
all commuters using public transportation in Massachu-
setts has remained roughly stable at nearly 9 percent. The 
actual number of commuters who use public transporta-
tion increased from 243,611 in 1980 to 270,742 in 2000. 
In 2000, Massachusetts commuters ranked fourth-highest 

Average commute time by mode (in minutes)
1990 – 2000

Mode

Drive alone

Carpool

Public transportation

•  Streetcar & subway

•  Bus & trolley bus

•  Commuter rail

Ferry

Other private transport

•  Taxicab

•  Motorcycle

•  Bicycle

•  Other private transport

Walk

Grand Total

21.8

24.1

37.0

37.0

33.4

53.1

52.3

19.6

15.4

18.0

16.5

21.8

10.8

22.7

2000

25.7

27.5

44.2

40.6

40.5

62.4

65.0

35.1

17.7

28.1

17.9

48.8

12.6

27.0

18.1%

13.9%

19.4%

9.0%

21.3%

17.5%

24.2%

79.5%

15.2%

55.9%

8.0%

123.6%

16.6%

19.3%

% Increase

Source: U.S. Census, 5% PUMS, 1990, 2000.

1990

Source: U.S. Census, Journey to Work Data, 1980, 1990, 2000

Ten states with the longest 
commute times, 2000

Rank

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

New York

Maryland

New Jersey

Washington, D.C.

Illinois

California

Georgia

Virginia

Massachusetts

West Virginia

U.S. Average

Average Commute Time 
(minutes)

Source: U.S. Census, Journey to Work Data, 2000

31.7

31.2

30.0

29.7

28.0

27.7

27.7

27.0

27.0

26.2

25.5

State

Share of short and long commuters in 
Massachusetts 1980 – 2000

Source: 2000 Census of Population and Housing, PUMS files, tabulations by authors.
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Worsening traffic congestion As the maps below show, 
more cars are now on the roads in Massachusetts. In 1980, 
traffi c congestion was largely confi ned to the Southeast 
Expressway and Route 128, and even in those places con-
gestion was not very great by modern standards. But by 
2000, high levels of congestion extended to the northern 
and southern parts of Route 93 and along Route 128, and 
lower levels of congestion spread to northern portions of 
Route 495 and other adjoining roads.5 These trends are 
confi rmed by a Texas Transportation Institute study that 
found the Boston area to be the ninth-most congested of 
85 urban areas during peak commuting hours.6 
 Factors contributing to this increasing congestion in-
clude substantially more drivers and a 48 percent increase 
in the number of cars registered in Massachusetts between 
1992 and 2002.7 In addition, much of the state’s popula-
tion growth has occurred in Plymouth County and the 

southern suburbs of Boston, adding congestion in those 
areas. Finally, the declining rate of carpooling and rising 
number of commuters driving alone also translates into 
more cars on the Commonwealth’s roads and highways, 
the capacity of which has remained relatively fl at during 
this time.8 

Traveling greater distances to work Over the last decade, 
Massachusetts workers, on average, traveled farther to get 
to work, which is clearly another factor in our longer com-
mute times. Between 1990 and 2000, we estimate that the 
distance traveled by the average Massachusetts commuter 
increased by approximately 10 percent.9 
 The vast majority of workers (80 percent) are employed 
within the same region of the state where they live.10 Yet the 
share of workers traveling to another region of the state has 
increased from 14 to 17 percent since 1990. This jump in 

Daily Traffic Volumes and Congestion Levels on Limited Access Highways 
in Eastern Massachusetts

1980

under .75 .75 to .99 1.00 to 1.24 1.25 to 1.49 1.50 and over

70,000

140,000

210,000

Average Weekday VolumeAverage Weekday Daily Traffic Per Lane/Capacity

495

128

95

93

95

3

2

90

95
93

1

95 94 93

495

495

128

95

93

95

3

2

90

95
93

1

95 94 93

495

495 495

2000

Source: Boston Metropolitan Planning Organization, 2004
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share, coupled with a growing workforce, means an addi-
tional 104,000 workers travel from their homes to a differ-
ent region for work, contributing to increased congestion. 
Commuters in the northeast region of Massachusetts are 
the most likely to work in another region of the state, with 
33 percent working outside their home region, mostly in 
Greater Boston. This marked increase in interregional com-
muting further supports our fi nding that Massachusetts 
workers are traveling increased distances to work.
 Commute times are also related to the location and 
distribution of jobs throughout the state. Some Massachu-
setts cities and towns are clearly job centers (more jobs than 
workers), while others are bedroom communities (more 
workers than jobs).11 In general, the same places that expe-
rienced job growth have also seen population growth over 
the last decade. There are several notable job clusters across 
the state. In western Massachusetts, the I-91 and Route 7 
corridors are lined with job centers. In eastern Massachu-
setts, jobs follow I-495, Route 128 and the Mass Pike. Jobs 
centers also line Routes 2 and 3 north of Boston. The City 
of Boston itself is, of course, also a major job center, with 
nearly 500,000 jobs, compared with a resident workforce of 
only 283,000. 

WHO IS AFFECTED BY THE LONG COMMUTE?

While the strains of longer commuting times are felt across 
the state, commute times vary geographically. The areas 
of the state with the longest commutes have not changed 
signifi cantly over the last ten years, but the commute times 
have gotten even longer since 1990. In terms of their demo-
graphic profi le, the characteristics of those commuters who 
spend at least 45 minutes traveling each way to work illus-
trate the choices and tradeoffs workers are making in their 
decisions about where to live. 

Source: Authors’ calculations using U.S. Census, 2000

Some Massachusetts cities 
and towns are clearly job centers 
(more jobs than workers), while 
others are bedroom communities 

(more workers than jobs).
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Regional patterns

In 2000, commuters in the Southeast region of the state 
were the most likely to have a long commute, with more 
than one in fi ve workers (22 percent) spending at least 45 
minutes each way getting to work. Greater Boston and the 
Central and Northeast regions also have quite high shares of 
long commuters. Central Massachusetts also experienced a 
very large increase (125 percent) in its share of long com-
muters. At the other end of the spectrum, slightly less than 
half of the workers in the Berkshire and Cape and Islands 
regions (47 percent and 42 percent, respectively) spent less 
than 15 minutes commuting to work, compared to the 27 
percent statewide fi gure. 
 While the trend toward longer commutes is evident 
statewide, signifi cant differences in commuting times exist 
across the state. With an average commute time of 41.6 
minutes, workers in Middlefi eld in the Pioneer Valley have 
the state’s longest average commute time. In fact, in 2000, 
six out of the top ten cities/towns with the longest com-
mutes were small, rural hill towns in western Massachusetts 
between I-91 and Route 7. While these individual towns are 
very small in population, a clear pattern of long commutes 
emerges in this region of the state. In addition, we have iden-
tifi ed four other regions where there are clusters of cities and 
towns with long commute times.
 Examining the patterns of interregional travel provides 
another lens through which to understand the changes in 
distances traveled by Massachusetts commuters. In 2000, 
80 percent of workers were employed within their region of 
residence, while 17 percent traveled to another region within 
Massachusetts and three percent commuted to jobs located 
outside of the state. Commuters in the Northeast region are 
the most likely to work in another region of Massachusetts, 
with 33 percent working outside their home region. Most 

of these commuters work in Greater Boston. The Southeast 
and Central regions are also home to large numbers of work-
ers, 30 percent and 25 percent respectively, who travel to 
another region to work. Again, most of these workers travel 
to Greater Boston. In western Massachusetts, the Berkshire 
and Pioneer Valley regions have the fewest workers who 
commute to another region, but as we shall see, large num-
bers of residents travel out of state for work. 

Regional commuting in Massachusetts, 1990 – 2000

Residents of:

Berkshire

Cape and Islands

Central

Greater Boston

Northeast

Pioneer Valley

Southeast

Statewide

94.2%

88.4%

78.6%

91.1%

66.5%

89.2%

68.3%

82.5%

1.9%

10.5%

19.0%

7.6%

29.9%

2.8%

26.3%

14.4%

4.0%

1.2%

2.3%

1.3%

3.7%

8.0%

5.4%

3.1%

Source: Authors’ calculations using U.S. Census, Journey to Work Data, 1990, 2000

Work in 
the Region

92.7%

87.0%

72.9%

89.0%

63.2%

88.6%

65.2%

79.6%

2.7%

11.4%

24.5%

9.7%

32.6%

3.7%

29.5%

17.2%

4.6%

1.7%

2.6%

1.3%

4.2%

7.7%

5.4%

3.3%

Work in Other 
MA Region

Work Out 
of State

Work in 
the Region

Work in Other 
MA Region

Work Out 
of State

1 9 9 0 2 0 0 0

Commuters in the Southeast 
region of the state were the most 
likely to have a long commute, 

with more than one in fi ve workers 
(22 percent) spending at least 45 

minutes each way getting to work.

 Since 1990, the share of workers traveling to another 
region has increased slightly. At the same time, the num-
ber of Massachusetts workers expanded from about 3 
million to 3.1 million. As a result, by 2000 an additional 
104,000 workers were commuting to a different region. 
This marked increase in interregional commuting further 
supports the idea that Massachusetts workers are traveling 
increased distances to work. Commuting times also refl ect 
the geographic distribution of job opportunities in Massa-
chusetts. Because commuting patterns refl ect the relation-
ship between where people live and where they work, it is 
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important to understand the geography of jobs across the 
state and whether that has changed over time.

Commuting hot spots

Massachusetts has fi ve commuting hot spots where workers 
in clusters of adjoining cities and towns endure, on aver-
age, particularly long commutes.12 These same fi ve distinct 
clusters of long commutes existed in 1990. The times are 
getting worse, but the patterns appear to be the same. The 
fi ve hot spots are: 

 1)  Western Massachusetts Hill Towns: 
  Ashfi eld, Blandford, Chester, Cummington,  
  Hawley, Huntington, Middlefi eld, Plainfi eld,  
  Sandisfi eld, Savoy, Tolland and Worthington; 

 2)  Quabbin Region: Barre, Brookfi eld, 
  East Brookfi eld, Hardwick, Hubbardston,   
  New Braintree, Oakham, Warren and 
  West Brookfi eld;

 3)  Nashoba Valley: Ashburnham, Ashby, 
  Dunstable, Groton, Pepperell, Royalston,   
  Townsend and Winchendon;

 4)  Metrowest-495 South: Ashland, Dover,   
  Franklin, Holliston, Hopkinton, Medfi eld,   
  Medway, Millis, Norfolk and Sherborn;

 5)  Coastal South Shore: Carver, Cohasset,   
  Duxbury, Halifax, Hanson, Hingham, Hull,  
  Kingston, Marshfi eld, Norwell, Pembroke,   
  Plymouth, Plympton and Scituate. 

INTERSTATE COMMUTING:  

COMMUTING FROM AND INTO MASSACHUSETTS

The Commonwealth’s labor market attracts signifi cantly 
more commuters from other states than it loses to those states. 
In 2000, about 101,000 workers lived in Massachusetts and 
worked in another state, compared to about 177,000 work-
ers (about 5.5 percent of the Massachusetts workforce) who 
came to work in the Bay State. Between 1990 and 2000, 
the number of workers commuting into Massachusetts from 
other states increased by just over 15 percent, with particu-
larly strong streams of commuters entering Massachusetts 
from New Hampshire and Rhode Island.13 

 Signifi cantly fewer people live in Massachusetts and 
work in another state. Since 1990, the number of residents 
leaving Massachusetts to work in another state has risen, but 

Source: U.S. Census, Journey to Work Data, 2000
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at a much slower rate than the number of people entering 
the state for work (8.1 percent vs. 15.1 percent). Rhode 
Island was the most common destination for Massachusetts 
residents leaving the state to work, accounting for 31 per-
cent of the total, though the biggest increase between 1990 
and 2000 (24 percent) was in the number of Massachusetts 
residents going to work in New Hampshire. In addition, 
about 27,000 Massachusetts residents work in Connecticut, 
more than 80 percent of whom live in the Pioneer Valley. 
 The regional patterns of commuting in and out of the 
state are revealing. Five out of the seven regions of Massa-
chusetts attract more workers than they lose. Greater Bos-
ton is the biggest winner, attracting 69,165 workers from 
other states, while losing only 16,965 residents to other 
states, for a net gain of 52,200 workers. The Northeast 
region also experienced a large net gain (29,978 workers 
in 2000). The Cape and Islands and the Pioneer Valley 
regions are the only two regions of the state that suffer 
a net loss of workers to other states. The numbers in the 
Cape and Islands are small, but in the Pioneer Valley, 2.5 
times as many workers leave the state for work compared 
with the number of workers who enter the region for 
work. In 2000, the Pioneer Valley lost 15,765 more work-
ers than it gained, with the vast majority of those people 
commuting to Connecticut.

Concluding thoughts

The primary competitive advantage of the Massachu-
setts economy is its highly skilled workforce. With few 
natural resources and relatively high costs of living, the 
Commonwealth relies on its well-educated population 
to attract and retain the critical industries that drive the 
state’s economic growth. 
 Maintaining a high quality of life is an important fac-
tor in the state’s ability to compete for these highly skilled 
workers, who increasingly have more and more choices 
about where to live and work. Commuting times in Mas-
sachusetts are now among the longest in the nation, and 
they have been increasing at a fast pace. As workers spend 
more time getting to work, less time is available for all 
other activities. This time crunch places signifi cant strain 
on families, contributing to a decline in their quality of 
life. The strain of increasing commute times and our resi-

dents’ high level of concern about the roads and traffi c 
situation should give the Commonwealth’s public policy 
makers and business leaders pause. By making it more dif-
fi cult for highly educated and skilled workers to live in 
Massachusetts, the Bay State runs the risk of eroding its 
primary competitive advantage, its world-class workforce. 
While no silver bullet can solve these challenges, policy 
makers can and should focus on ways to ease the commut-
ing burden that many families face.
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ous New Hampshire workers commute to workplaces located in 
Massachusetts, which is part of the focus of this research. In 2000, 
81,490 workers commuted to Massachusetts from the Granite State. 
Although some of these people may have lived in Massachusetts at 
one time, others have never lived in the Bay State. Signifi cantly fewer 
Massachusetts residents commute to the Granite state. In 2000, 
23,505 Massachusetts residents worked in New Hampshire, up from 
18,952 in 1990.



  new poll conducted by the UMass Donahue 
Institute for the Citizens’ Housing and Planning 
Association (CHAPA) reveals that the high cost 

of housing is now such a serious concern that it threatens to 
further worsen an already troubling Massachusetts migration 
picture. The poll, released in January, yielded an alarming 
headline: nearly one-half of all Massachusetts residents are 
considering leaving the state or have an immediate family 
member who is thinking of doing so. Predictably enough, 
the poll found strong public support for affordable housing 
programs, including increased state spending. But demon-
strating how challenging — fi nancially, logistically and politi-
cally — it is to effectively deal with high housing costs, many 
of the same respondents also expressed a range of doubts and 
concerns about affordable housing. 
 Massachusetts is already losing signifi cant numbers 
of people. A study by the UMass Donahue Institute for 
MassINC found that in every year from 1990 through 
2002, Massachusetts lost more people than it attracted; 
more than 213,000 people were lost to internal domestic 
migration over that period. In fact, the only factor that 
kept Massachusetts from losing population in that time was 
strong international in-migration from other countries.1 
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Massachusetts had 
the singular — and dubious — distinction as the only state 
to have lost population between 2003 and 2004.2 While 
many factors play into this population decline, the Com-
monwealth’s high cost of living, particularly for housing, 
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A new poll sends a loud warning shot
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E N D N O T E S

HOUSING COSTS MAKE BAY STATERS THINK SERIOUSLY ABOUT LEAVING 

MASSACHUSETTS. BUT MANY POLL RESPONDENTS REMAIN LEERY OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

A is a major reason that Bay Staters migrate to other parts of 
the nation. And it is a major deterrent to getting people to 
move here from other states.
 Over the years, UMass public opinion polls have 
shown a steady increase in concern about housing costs. 
In 1999, a University of Massachusetts poll found that 11 
percent of Massachusetts residents considered leaving the 
state due to the high cost of housing.3 In December 2001, 
the UMass poll found that 19 percent of all respondents 
would consider moving out of Massachusetts if economic 
conditions worsened.4 By May 2002, a similar poll found 
that 32 percent of all respondents were prepared to leave 
the state in the event of an economic downturn. Now this 
latest poll conducted for CHAPA fi nds that 46 percent of 
Massachusetts residents are considering leaving the state 
due to the high cost of housing. That percentage is four 
times greater than it was less than six years ago.
 According to this newest UMass housing poll, which 
included a separate focus on the MetroWest region, 56 
percent of all Massachusetts residents and over 51 percent 
of MetroWest residents are now “very concerned” about 
the cost of housing in their area. Not surprisingly, over 
53 percent of respondents statewide and 52 percent in 
MetroWest report that their monthly housing payments 
make it hard to make ends meet.
 Statewide, more than half of the respondents between 
18 and 34 years old (53.2 percent) and those earning under 
$40,000 a year (51.1 percent) said they were considering 



leaving the state. An education gap also shows up in the 
results: Nearly 51 percent (50.8 percent) of those with less 
than a college education are considering a move, compared 
to 42.6 of those with a bachelor’s degree or higher.

Affordable housing is supported… 
The poll found strong statewide and regional support for 
affordable housing development and policies. Over 78 per-
cent of statewide and 76 percent of MetroWest respondents 
would support the creation of affordable housing in their 
own neighborhoods, while 81 percent statewide and 78.5 
percent in MetroWest supported the goals of Chapter 40B, 
which places every town under an obligation to make 10 
percent of its housing affordable. The poll found strong sup-
port (76 percent statewide and 74.5 percent within Metro-
West) for doubling state spending on affordable housing 
from one percent to two percent of the state budget.   
 The high cost of housing was seen to be creating many 
problems for Massachusetts residents. Specifi cally, a major-
ity of respondents felt that high housing costs:
   
• Force teachers and fi refi ghters to live outside of   
 the town in which they work (63 percent statewide,  
 64 percent MetroWest);

• Make it more diffi cult for local businesses to 
 attract workers (62 percent statewide, 54 percent  
 MetroWest);

• Prevent young people from residing in the towns 
 in which they were raised (80 percent statewide, 82  
 percent MetroWest);
 
• Force elderly people to move out of their towns   
 (75 percent statewide, 86 percent MetroWest).

 ….but is also a source of concern

But even as they support greater spending on afford-
able housing programs, respondents at the same time 
raised concerns about affordable housing:  

• About half of all respondents (52 percent both 
 statewide and in MetroWest) agreed or  strongly   
 agreed with the statement that property values may  
 be negatively affected by affordable housing;

• A signifi cant minority of persons agreed or 
 strongly agreed that affordable housing would lead  
 to more crime (48 percent statewide, 39 percent
 MetroWest);

• Just under half of respondents (44 percent statewide  
 and 43 percent MetroWest) worried about the
  physical form of affordable housing, agreeing or   
 strongly agreeing that it may be unattractive; 

• Most respondents agreed or strongly agreed that  
 affordable housing would increase school costs by  
 placing more children in the school system (54 per- 
 cent statewide, 65 percent MetroWest);

•  Finally, just over half of all respondents agreed or 
 strongly agreed that affordable housing would
 change the character of their town (54 percent state- 
 wide, 51 percent MetroWest).

 But while many Massachusetts residents have concerns 
about the effect of new affordable housing on their com-
munities, the even clearer message from this latest survey 
is that the pain of high housing costs now poses a real and 
direct threat to keeping in the state and attracting to Massa-
chusetts the people and workers upon which our economy 
and our future depend. Every Massachusetts family driven 
by housing costs to plan its future elsewhere is one more 
critical resource lost to the Commonwealth.

MICHAEL GOODMAN is director of economic and public policy 
research at the UMass Donahue Institute and is managing editor 
of MassBenchmarks.

JAMES PALMA, M.R.P. AICP, is a research manager with the
UMass Donahue Institute.

Methodology
The UMass Donahue Institute poll for the Citizens’ Housing and 
Planning Association (CHAPA) was conducted during the last two 
weeks of December 2004. Massachusetts residents were asked a series 
of questions about housing issues in Massachusetts. Statewide, 509 
residents across the Commonwealth were sampled. Additionally, 460 
residents of the MetroWest region of Massachusetts were surveyed.
 These two polls were both conducted using the random-digit-
dial survey method. Due to the size of the samples for this poll, the 
margin of error is plus or minus 4.4 percent for the statewide sample 
and plus or minus 4.7 percent for the MetroWest sample, meaning 
that any difference in answers between the statewide and MetroWest 
samples is only statistically signifi cant if it is greater than the margin 
of error for both polls. The confi dence interval of this poll is 95 
percent, meaning that if each poll was repeated 20 times, 19 of the 
responses would be expected to fall within the margin of error, while 
one may be outside of that margin. 

1 Nakosteen, Robert, Michael Goodman, and Dana Ansel. 2004. 
MASS.Migration, MassINC, p. 4.

2 Miller, Sarah. Dubious distinction worries Massachusetts”, Christian 
Science Monitor, January 7, 2005.

3 http://www.mccormack.umb.edu/umasspoll/data/pdf/1999_
Jun.pdf

4 http://www.mccormack.umb.edu/umasspoll/data/pdf/
2001Dec6_Dec10.pdf
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